THE BOOK OF PSALMS, by Nancy
deClaissé-Walford, Rolf A. Jacobson, and
Beth LaNeel Tanner. Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2014. Pp. xxii + 1051. $60
(cloth).
Students who have worked on group projects know the rewards and challenges of such
work: each participant must contribute his or
her best effort and then trust colleagues to do
the same; the final product is often uneven in
the treatment of the subject because of the
shared effort and mixing of diverse abilities,
but it is also richer as a result of the different
perspectives and gifts of the participants.
This New International Commentary on
the Old Testament volume on the Psalms represents the ultimate group project: here three
scholars collaborate to treat one of the most
complex books in the canon in just over a thousand pages. The authors are Nancy deClaissé
-Walford (MacAfee School of Theology [Mercer University]), Rolf Jacobson (Luther Seminary), and Beth LaNeel Tanner (New Brunswick
Theological Seminary). Together they have produced a most helpful commentary that draws
on and displays the strength of each scholar.
The authors represent a new generation of
Psalms scholars who value literary, canonical,
and theological approaches to the Psalter without forgetting more “traditional” historical
and form-critical methods. The full range of
approaches to the Psalms is on display from
the beginning. In a helpful and comprehensive
introduction Jacobson and deClaissé-Walford
(the authors identify themselves at the end of
each section of the commentary) orient readers to the Psalter with regard to all these ways
of studying the material. After describing
briefly the importance of the Psalms to the
186

church they name and discuss the ancient and
medieval manuscripts that give witness to the
text of the Psalter, information many commentaries do not include. Then they cover issues of authorship (including information in
the superscriptions), date of composition, and
the various approaches scholars take to studying the Psalms. They devote seventeen pages to
the canonical shape of the Psalter, which indicates one of their main interests. They conclude the introduction with a sketch of the key
features of Hebrew poetry, a brief discussion of
theological themes in the Psalter, an outline of
the book of Psalms that includes lists of collections and the location of doxologies that mark
book divisions, and finally a judicious list of
secondary sources.
In addition to the general introduction to
the Psalms, the authors sketch the content and
character of each “book” of the Psalter as well
as some of the major collections (e.g., the
Songs of Ascents: Psalms 120–134 [887–
890]). Then they offer an essay on each psalm
that includes four elements: general comments on the distinctive character or outstanding features of that psalm; rhetorical
analysis that includes an outline of the psalm; a
translation and notes on text-critical, lexical,
and semantic issues; and a verse-by-verse
commentary. For each psalm in his charge, Jacobson also includes a section of reflections
that suggest the psalm’s theological, devotional, or homiletical potential. Although
deClaissé-Walford and Tanner do not designate a section of comments for this purpose,
they also typically conclude their essays with
similar reflections.
At points the essays on particular psalms
may seem uneven in terms of approach and
style, but this seems a result of both the gifts
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and interests of each author and the issues in
the psalms assigned to them. Jacobson and
Tanner include in footnotes many extensive
comments on issues of text-criticism or Hebrew syntax that deClaissé-Walford does not
match in her sections. The footnote discussions, however, seem appropriate for the particular psalms. For example, Tanner treats the
thorny issue in Psalm 22:16 (i.e., what does
“my hands and feet like a lion” mean?) with a
lucid discussion and a list of helpful secondary
literature (230). Jacobson likewise discusses
the semantic and text-critical problems of
Psalm 8:2–3 in appropriate detail. For her part,
deClaissé-Walford offers in appropriate essays
detailed explanations of theories concerning Israel’s performance of certain psalms. She gives
an extended and cogent explanation of
Sigmund Mowinckel’s theory that the socalled enthronement psalms (Psalms 47; 93;
95–99) were part of a New Festival in Jerusalem, like psalms that celebrated Marduk’s
kingship in Babylon’s Akitu festival (427–
429).
The book is replete with comments drawn
from recent theories about the literary structure of the Psalter and sometimes the authors
assume the validity of those theories rather
than demonstrating it. For example, the comment that “Book five of the Psalter tells the
story of ancient Israel as it returns from exile”
(989), assumes a coherence of organization
and purpose in Psalms 107–150 that seems
overconfident. Much in this segment of the
Psalter suggests a post-exilic setting for the
collection and that the “return” from captivity
was paramount for psalm editors (see the language of Psalm 107:3, “those from the lands
he gathered in, from the east and from the
west…”), but “tells the story” claims more
than is clearly there.
Despite this minor critique the quality of
the commentary is high throughout. The treatment of each psalm is accurate and insightful.
The commentary will be very helpful to students, scholars, and especially pastors. It con188

tains a trove of valuable insights that bring the
Psalms into conversation with the modern
reader and with the life and worship of the
church.
Jerome F. D. Creach
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

M A R K ( F O RT R E S S BI B L I C A L
PREACHING COMMENTARIES), by
David Schnasa Jacobsen. Minneapolis: Fortress, 2014. Pp. 224. $22.00 (paper).
Jacobsen’s Mark is one of six volumes in the
Fortress Biblical Preaching Commentaries series. This relatively new set of commentaries
(published volumes so far include Matthew,
Acts, and John) has in mind preachers as the
primary audience with particular attention
given to lectionary preaching. The authors
provide specific consideration of lectionary
passages including helpful liturgical sensitivity. At the same time, the authors were charged
with providing commentary on the entirety of
the biblical narratives in focus. Attention to the
whole of the story means that the individual
lections gain a more robust presentation for
the sake of trusted biblical interpretation and
proclamation.
The strength of this series is its commitment to commentary on the biblical texts that
has as its primary lens lectionary preaching.
The reasoning and rationale for the lectionary
is underscored and critiqued both for the sake
of gaining a sense of the narrative impulse of
the writing in question and also for the ways in
which a specific section of Scripture can ring
true in its literary context.
Jacobsen’s volume clearly follows the parameters set out by the series (see Series
Foreword, vii–viii). The Revised Common
Lectionary texts are treated explicitly but the
passages omitted from the lectionary are also
addressed, thereby preserving the narrative
unity of Mark. Indices for the readings from
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Mark in the Revised Common Lectionary in
order of the liturgical calendar and in order of
Mark’s narrative provide expedient reference
to individual passages discussed in the commentary. The commentary is structured into
groupings of texts that then present a more
streamlined sense of Mark’s portrait of Jesus.
Organizing the commentary around larger
sections of the Gospel helps to point out the
chronicled unity and theological logic of Mark.
The introduction includes essential elements
about the Gospel of Mark that would be included in any straightforward commentary
such as historical background, authorship,
rhetoric, and narrative patterns, always
critical for preaching the specificity of each
Gospel witness.
Introductions are never benign exercises,
and Jacobsen takes a turn from the usual introductory material presented in biblical commentaries by arguing that Mark’s theological
heart is an expression of an “apocalyptic
mode.” This theme becomes the primary trajectory of the commentary and serves to guide
much of the theological discussion. This claim
gives the commentary a theological grounding
and offers interesting interpretive moves on
basic elements in the narrative such as minor
characters, the final setting of Jerusalem, the
identifications of Jesus, and the divine acts of
revelation (baptism, transfiguration, crucifixion). At the same time, a clearer definition of
what is meant by “apocalyptic mode” or offering a taxonomy of apocalyptic features would
be helpful to appreciate fully this perspective
and how it makes a difference for preaching
this Gospel. Furthermore, how having an
apocalyptic mode in view matters for Mark’s
theology could have been fleshed out in more
detail so that a preacher has a greater appreciation for the way in which this theological perspective determines or changes one’s hermeneutical
stance when it comes to preaching Mark.
With the larger theological impulse and
narrative framework of Mark in view, the ten
chapters move through substantive sections of
190

the Gospel, providing a template that serves to
focus more clearly the discussion on the lections treated in each chapter. For example,
chapter four, “The Rocky Way—The Word of
Promise and the Disciples’ Misunderstanding
(6:6b–8:26),” situates the complexity of discipleship in Mark within a memorable metaphor, “the rocky way.” As a result, there is an
automatic consistency perceived in the lections that always assists in lectionary preaching. Preachers will be able to see connections
between texts that then make for more homiletical coherency and constancy. One of the
challenges for lectionary preachers is to track
the movement from one pericope to the next. A
stated theme on the front end of substantive
narrative sections provides the kind of centralization helpful for weekly interpretation and
proclamation.
The chapters also include sidebars, or thematic discussion boxes, that allow Jacobsen to
flesh out interpretive and homiletical issues
raised by a lection. These sidebars cover a multitude of issues, from the psychologizing of
biblical texts (75) to issues surrounding christological titles (120). While it is not clear why
these sidebars are separate entities and not
embedded in the primary commentary portion itself, they are helpful points of discussion
on key subjects the lections raise. Preachers
will find in these sidebars helpful avenues into
preaching some of the specific details the passages present for homiletical inquiry.
Like the other volumes in this series,
Jacobsen’s commentary on Mark will be a
trusted source for preachers. Exegetical insight, an overarching theological trajectory,
and careful attention to the particularities pertaining to the lectionary preaching of Mark
make Jacobsen’s contribution to preaching
this Gospel a worthwhile addition to one’s
homiletical library.
Karoline Lewis
Luther Seminary
Saint Paul, Minnesota
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RECLAIMING PIETISM: RETRIEVING
AN EVANGELICAL TRADITION, by
Roger E. Olson and Christian T. Collins
Winn. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2015. Pp.
xiii + 190. $18.00 (paper).
I will put it bluntly: If you do not understand pietism (and related awakening movements such as the Methodists and Moravians)
you cannot fully understand modern Western
Christianity. For American Lutherans the situation is even more stark: this tradition was
built primarily by European leaders who were
deeply influenced by pietism, and the roots of
that awakening movement from Germany and
Scandinavia can be seen in many corners of
current American Lutheranism.
Unfortunately, most pastors and laypeople
know very little about pietism, and much of
what they do know is based on stereotypes and
misinformation. The pietist movement was
deeply opposed by generations of church leaders and theologians who ridiculed it for its
strong piety and stress on conversion and
sanctification, arguing (erroneously) that this
movement was opposed to “true” Lutheranism. This, in spite of the fact that many of the
signature themes of pietism can be easily
traced back to Martin Luther; pietism was, in
many senses, an attempt to reclaim the themes
of the sixteenth-century Lutheran Reformation that had been buried and forgotten under
ponderous tomes of later scholastic Lutheran
theology. Nevertheless, inaccurate caricatures
of pietism persist to this day; one example, the
recent movie Babette’s Feast.
Part of the persistence of these stereotypes
and misinformation is the lack of a good, basic
introduction to pietism and its modern influences. Fortunately, in this volume, there is now
just such an introductory book, one that combines the insights of the recent renaissance of
solid pietism studies with an imaginative vision of the present and future theological possibilities of this reforming and awakening
movement. Roger Olson (Truett Seminary)
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and Christian T. Collins Winn (Bethel University) have combined to write a greatly helpful,
one-volume introduction to the theology and
legacy of pietism. This is a book that can go a
long ways to dispel the common misperceptions that still float around in the work of
many historians and theologians (who ought
to know better).
This book begins with a chapter that traces
the roots of these stereotypes and misconceptions, aptly entitled, “How a Good Word Got a
Bad Reputation.” Then the next chapter examines the roots of pietism in the late medieval
and early Reformation periods, showing how
the themes of pietism were already central to
the first Protestants 150 years before pietism
was located as a distinctive movement within
Protestantism. Chapter three locates the beginnings of classical pietism in the life and
work of its two pioneers, Philipp Jakob Spener
and August Herrmann Francke, and chapter
four traces other forms that grew out of this
initial movement, especially the Moravians
and the radical pietists.
Having established the basic historical parameters of pietism, the next four chapters
trace its continuing influences. Chapter five
formulates the identity of classical pietism by
identifying ten “hallmarks” of its theology and
practice. The next two chapters trace the influences of pietism as it spreads out into the world
of Anglo-American Protestantism, and then
the revival of pietism in the nineteenth-century revival movements among German Protestants. A final, eighth chapter attempts to
identify the influences of pietism among four
prominent modern theologians, and a brief
conclusion speculates on the future of pietism
within Protestant Christianity.
As helpful as this book is, it does have a
glaring omission that limits its complete usefulness; it almost entirely ignores the deep and
rich religious traditions of the nineteenth-century pietism of Scandinavia and the Scandinavian-Americans. Given that both authors have
more than a passing acquaintance with these
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traditions through their time at Bethel University (Saint Paul), I am hard-pressed to explain
this lack of attention; I hope that the authors
will make good this omission in a subsequent
edition of the book.
With this one problem laid aside, this is still
a very valuable book, and the best contemporary, one-volume introduction to the subject
that I know. It is a book that is very well worth
reading, and I would commend it to all
readers.
Mark Granquist
Luther Seminary
Saint Paul, Minnesota

TEARS INTO WINE: J. S. BACH’S CANTATA 21 IN ITS MUSICAL AND
THEOLOGICAL CONTEXT, by Eric
Chafe. Oxford University Press, 2015. Pp.
603. $69.77.
It takes about 38 minutes to listen to Bach’s
Cantata 21, Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis. It takes
about 575 pages for Eric Chafe to discuss the
work and its central position in Bach’s choral
oeuvre. Chafe’s mammoth and magisterial
book sets this cantata in the context of the liturgical year in Weimar, 1714. During that
year Bach composed eight cantatas as part of
his responsibilities as organist and Konzertmeister at the ducal court.
Chafe contends that Cantata 21 is, therefore, a significant work for Bach, one that is in
effect a synecdoche. That is, one can appreciate the sum of Bach’s works by focusing on this
particular work. Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis,
produced for the Third Sunday after Trinity,
June 17, 1714, displayed “a convergence of
musical structure and theological purpose that
is paradigmatic for Bach’s sacred work.” (2)
Thus, Cantata 21 is a pivotal work at a pivotal
time in Bach’s life; and this cantata summarizes the magnificent whole of Bach’s sacred
music—Soli Deo Gloria, all for the glory of
God.
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Chafe notes that we in the modern world do
not believe as Bach did. We do not sense a conversation between Jesus and our soul, nor do
we long for eternity and the christological triumph at the end of time. Further, we do not
share the redemptive impulse in the text (Luke
15:1–10) for what used to be called Third
Sunday after Trinity: “the joy among the angels of God over one sinner who repents”
(574). Bach affirmed these and other matters
of faith and piety in his musical offerings; and
he does so especially at the end of Cantata 21 as
the chorus confirms:
“The purest candle of love ignites and
burns
In my soul and breast,
Because Jesus consoles me with heavenly
joy.” (571)

In order to give us an extended glimpse of
Bach’s faith and his musical embodiment of
biblical and theological belief, Chafe has to engage in lengthy, detailed, and sometimes dense
discourse. After a provocative 44-page introduction he presents about 200 pages of discourse on biblical and theological influences.
He discusses the importance of several psalms
that lay behind Bach’s thought, especially
Psalms 41 and 116. He follows this reflection
with an extensive discussion of the pietistic influences of Johann Arndt and Philipp Nicolai,
the latter stressing the importance of the believer’s experiencing an inner longing for eternity. There follows a discussion of some less
familiar theologians (Joachim Lütkemann,
Heinrich Müller, and Christian Scriver) who
weigh in on Arndtian Pietism and Spiritual
Orthodoxy.
One interesting character who slips in and
around the discussion is Johann Mattheson,
an 18th-century composer, singer, writer, diplomat, and music theorist. Mattheson admired
Bach and commented on the links between
Handel, Buxtehude, and Bach. He especially
admired and classified Bach as one of the best
practitioners of the cantata style. Incidentally,
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Mattheson, in a fit of pique, once stabbed Handel with a sword. Handel escaped serious injury because the sword was deflected by a
button on his garment. Clearly, music theory is
not an entirely benign endeavor.
By page 343 Chafe is prepared to launch
into a full 100-page discussion of Ich hatte viel
Bekümmernis. He talks about the themes that
arise in the cantata, particularly spiritual sorrow, tribulation, and consolation. Incorporating many musical score examples, Chafe
analyzes the relation of the text to key signatures, particularly C minor and E flat major.
Chafe points to reliance on Old Testament
texts in Bach’s design, as well as the appearance of Jesus in the central part of the cantata.
These pious dynamics (especially the dialogue
between Jesus and the soul) supply light and
rest to the soul, create a longing for eternal life,
and “together they demark the stages of revelation that correspond to the soul’s progression from tribulation to joy and eschatological

fulfillment…(where) the soul’s prior tears,
unrest, and torment appear in a new light”
(545). Examples of music scores will doubtless
enhance the discussion for the musicologist,
but they may prove difficult for the general
reader to follow. Here is where playing a CD or
a YouTube version of the cantata may be of
value and help flesh out the beauty of Bach’s
music and the depth of Chafe’s commentary.
As noted above, the 29-year-old Bach composed the pivotal Cantata 21 during his tenure
in Weimar. But it was only one of eight cantatas he composed for the church year, which in
1714 ran from the double feast of Palm Sunday
and the Annunciation to Christmas Day and
the Sunday after Christmas. To elucidate further the depth of Bach’s genius and the richness of sacred musical offerings in Weimar
that year Chafe offers briefer but generous discussion of Cantatas 61, 63, 152 (Perspectives
on the Incarnation), 182 and 12 (The Way of
the Cross), 172 (Descent and Indwelling).
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There is no apparent consideration of the remaining Weimar Cantata 199 for the 11th
Sunday after Trinity.
Even with this omission we might envy the
rich musical fare for the churchgoers of
Weimar in 1714. Still, we have the benefit of
Tears into Wine, a rich, heavy, and sometimes
technical book. It may be more than general
readers can afford, unless they are prepared to
invest a significant amount of time, money,
and hard work. But there are many rewards.
We get to know Bach and the biblical, theological, pietistic, and musical influences on his
compositions. Beyond reading Chafe’s tome,
of course, is the even greater reward of listening to Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis while following the text of the cantata in the book (569–
571).
Even though, as Chafe says at the outset, we
do not believe as Bach did, we can still get a
shivering glimpse into that faith by savoring
Tears into Wine. The cantata ends by calling
our souls to rejoice, our hearts to dissolve.
“Transform weeping into pure wine,” the cantata concludes. Chafe ends his own observations with an expansive insight: “The expressive
qualities that Bach invents to convey that longing are owing to a meditative bent that takes its
point of departure from concrete, historical
sets of ideas and concepts. It is the meditation
or the meditative process itself, not the historical ideas, that lends the works their enduring
qualities” (567). Or, as Bach might (and did)
conclude his works: Soli Deo Gloria!
Robert Brusic
Luther Seminary
Saint Paul, Minnesota
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DODGING EXTINCTION, by Anthony D.
Barnosky. Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2014. 256 pages. $29.95
(cloth).
The extinction of species is a phenomenon
nearly as old as planet earth. It has and still
does occur naturally as change occurs. At
times it has been caused by a sudden cataclysmic event and at other times by slower
changes. Paleontologists—Barnosky is one—
indicate there have been five massive extinctions in the past.
Extinction for a given species means the
end of that species. Massive extinction results
in dramatic changes, but thus far such changes
have not eliminated all life on earth. However,
a massive extinction could include the complete elimination of humans from planet earth.
Barnosky struggles between being an optimist
and a realist as he codifies the situation. As
most scientists view the current situation, humans are at the root of the next potential massive extinction. Planet earth is of finite size and
will not expand. The human population has
dramatically increased in the last 65 years. In
1950 there were roughly 2.5 billion of us. Now
we total over seven billion and we are projected
to reach nine billion by 2040. That means we
will continue to take the habitat of other species and transform it to our specifications
which also means what was once good habitat
for birds, mammals, etc. will become poor or
worthless habitat for those organisms.
That is the key conundrum Barnosky addresses: How can we develop a planet where
humans and a multitude of other species can
thrive? The pressures people put on other species, Barnosky says, come primarily from (a)
how we demand ever increasing quantities of
energy; (b) how and where we obtain our food;
and (c) how we decide to make money to support both our needs and wants.
Barnosky reminds us that we classify organisms as vulnerable (they could easily become endangered), endangered, critically
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endangered, extinct in the wild (only a few left
in zoos), or extinct. He says that today 14% of
birds, 2% of mammals, and 41% of amphibians and reptiles are at risk.
Could we actually push those organisms to
extinction? Well, one hundred fifty or so years
ago the most abundant bird in the world was
the passenger pigeon. By overhunting and
habitat change the last member of that species
died on 9/1/1914. From 2009 to 2112, 31,348 of
Tanzania’s elephants were killed by poachers
for their ivory tusks, mainly for Chinese
medicinal purposes. That was an estimated
42% of all of Tanzania’s elephants. It appears
that we are capable of driving organisms to extinction.
One argument you may hear is, “If one
more frog species goes extinct we will not be affected.” That is likely quite true. However, the
big question is, “At what point in the extinction of other species will the tide turn against
us?” In addition, don’t other organisms de-

serve a place on planet earth? Plus, we benefit
from their presence in many ways, including
food, aesthetics, and the balancing of ecosystems.
Barnosky provides a long list of things we
need to do to move to more efficient energy
use. We take pride in pushing the three Rs—
reduce, reuse, and recycle. We emphasize recycle, when instead we should be focusing on
reduce. We do not need all we currently purchase and we do not need to use as much
energy as we do.
When it comes to food, Barnosky reminds
us that we take huge quantities of habitat from
other organisms in order to raise livestock.
Must we eat as much meat as we do? Barnosky
says over 80% of all birds, mammals, and amphibians are losing habitat to farms and pastures as our human population grows. We
must remember, a planet with humans as the
only species will collapse.
If you are my age, over 80, you will not be
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much affected by coming extinctions, even
though they are occurring daily. Such changes
occur quickly only if a disaster strikes planet
earth, as paleontologists say happened 66 million years ago. However, ethical people think
not just of themselves, but also of future generations. What type of world would you like your
great-great-grandchildren to live in? We also
need to view other species as an integral part of
creation. After the flood, Genesis 9:1 says humans are to be fruitful and multiply. We have
certainly done that. However, we should not
ignore Genesis 8:17, which says every other living thing is also supposed to be fruitful and
multiply.
We are to share earth with all other organisms and not think of them as less important
than we are. Planet earth cannot be a viable
ecosystem without nonhuman species. However, planet earth could function just fine without humans.
Bob Holtz
Concordia University
Saint Paul, Minnesota

A FAILURE OF NERVE: LEADERSHIP
IN THE AGE OF THE QUICK FIX, by
Edwin Friedman.New York:Seabury Books,
2007. Pp. 260. $28.00 (paperback).
Imagine a stack of books, a coffee table, a
coffee shop, and this reviewer seated in an Ikea
Poäng gazing out the windows at a winter haze.
I’m hard at work rereading Friedman’s posthumous classic, underlining long sections,
when in walks one of my favorite people in the
world, a neighbor and missionary and evangelical church elder.
My friend has been through a lot. He lost his
young daughter in a tragic car accident about
seven years ago. It has been devastating for his
whole family. They are forever changed. The
grief of losing a child is different than other
grief. It can increase in intensity for years.
John comes over to my table and starts pag198

ing through the stack of books near my feet. He
says he is building his reading list for 2016. I
ask him what he is reading. He tells me he is
splitting his time this year 50/50, half of his
time reading new works, half rereading things
he’d read before.
On the top of his list for rereading is
Ta-Nehisi Coates’s Between the World and Me.
On the top of the new works, he mentions Rescuing the Gospel from the Cowboys by Richard
Twiss. One of my new reads for the year is The
Fellowship: The Literary Lives of the Inklings.
We both agree Coates’s book is essential. I am
glad to learn of Twiss’s work, having never
heard of the book before.
Then I hold up Edwin Friedman’s book, A
Failure of Nerve, and tell him I am reviewing it
for this journal. John looks at me, startled, and
says, “You’ve never read it?” My answer: “Of
course, many times. But Mark Throntveit
wanted a new review of it because it is an oldie
but goodie so essential for our ‘troops.’” So
then John says, “Let me tell you a story about
that book.” Apparently he heard the call to
seminary after his daughter’s death, so when
he arrived at seminary, he was a mess of emotions. He was reading all of his assigned course
work, lots of it evangelical literature that
rubbed him the wrong way, and then he was
assigned A Failure of Nerve in a class. He liked
the book even less than the others. Couldn’t
stand it. So he approached the professor and
said, “Why are we reading this book? This
book argues against empathy, and empathy
has really been helping me through my grief after the death of my daughter.” He waited, she
looked him up and down, and then she responded, “Well, John, some people just aren’t
cut out for seminary.” Then turned and walked
away. We both agreed this is embodied Edwin
Friedman. In one sentence, one paradoxical
turn, she lived this book.
Here is where things get tricky. From this
one anecdote, you as a reader of the review
might have an emotional response to the story,
and come to the conclusion that Edwin Fried-
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man was a cold-hearted man, lacking basic
empathy and emotional intelligence. Perhaps
you think this is a terrible story, that the professor was a terrible person. Perhaps you feel
bad for John. So it is helpful to know first of all
that John found the professor’s blunt response
liberating. It set him free to finish seminary.
Second, just because you come to a conclusion about the teachings of Friedman on this
one story doesn’t mean you actually understand what Friedman is trying to teach. Your
emotional response to his teachings is not the
same thing as the teachings themselves.
I have found this to be a rule when reading
Friedman that often my initial emotional response to his insights gets in the way of actually understanding him. This is an essential
insight, I think, not just in reading Friedman,
but engaging Bowen Family Systems theory
more generally. You don’t just read Friedman
and get it. Instead, like the process of differentiation itself, “it is a lifetime project with no
one ever getting more than seventy percent
there” (183).
There are many ways into this project,
many ways of gaining greater clarity on anxiety and societal regression, and the failure of
leadership that in all likelihood exacerbates
such evolutionary decline. In an anxious age,
people often confuse a well-defined stand for
coercion. Their emotional response to perceived coercion is protest and sabotage. Most
pastors experience this with some regularity, if
they are in fact leading at all. In response to the
sabotage or protest, clergy will often look for
solutions, methods, or data. This, Friedman
argues, is the wrong direction, and is an
anxious response to an anxious system.
Instead, leaders who wish to lead well in an
anxious age will focus “on their own integrity
and on the nature of their own presence rather
than techniques for manipulating or motivating others” (13). This is the lodestone to which
any reader of Friedman should return. Whenever we are prone to interpret his work as a set
of techniques, or assume we totally and finally

“get” what he is saying, we are to be reminded
that what his work is really about is an ongoing
invitation and challenge to focus on our own
presence as a leader within emotional systems.
Friedman says of his own work, “Let the
reader beware how subtly radical some of the
ideas that follow may be. Perhaps subversive is
a better word, though not in an obviously confrontational way. Readers may find that the
ideas here conflict with what they have always
assumed to be the eternal truths of their profession, their politics, their understanding of
life, or, sometimes (and perhaps most disturbing), their therapy. Some of the concepts that I
will present—particularly with regard to how
empathy has become a power tool, the totalitarian effects of consensus, the exaggerated
importance of being informed, and the colossal failure of insight to bring change—will also
be as jarring to ‘common sense’ as Copernicus’s notions were to even the most learned
medieval mind” (28).
So fair warning, the reactivity of the reader
to this work may leave them misappropriating
Friedman’s concepts if they too quickly shift to
implementing the insights as techniques, or
confusing their reaction to Friedman’s ideas
with their actual content. Friedman’s theses on
self-differentiation, anxious systems, and
leadership are isomorphic and iterative in
their implications, not static or singular. That
is, they scale both up and down in their application, applying even to the solutions that
emerge for their first application. This is why
you need to read Friedman more than once,
and you need to read him slowly. Only through
such reading and contemplation does a leader
have a chance to break out of anxious systems
and focus on their own presence rather than
the system itself.
Friedman believes his insights into systems
are of such wide-ranging consequence they apply to the study not only of family systems, but
also neuroscience and evolutionary biology. In
fact, the chapters that delve into systems theory as it relates to cellular structure and the
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function of the brain are particularly fascinating, and worth the time.
Why would you want to read Friedman
over and over? Well, here’s a list of the principles of leadership Friedman values. If you at all
align with these, then Friedman’s book is the
very best possible book on the market that can
assist you in continuing the journey to leading
in these ways. For Friedman, well-defined
leadership has:
• the capacity to separate oneself from
surrounding emotional processes;
• the capacity to obtain clarity about one’s
principles and vision;
• the willingness to be exposed and to be
vulnerable;
• persistence in the face of inertial resistance; and
• self-regulation in the face of reactive
sabotage.
By comparison, poorly defined leaders:
• lack the distance to think out their vision
clearly;
• are led hither and yon by crisis after crisis;
• are reluctant to take well-defined stands,
if they have any convictions at all;
• are selected who lack the maturity and
sense of self to deal with sabotage.
The work of moving from a poorly defined
to a well-defined leader is not something one
can do once for all, and be done with it. Anyone
who tells you, “I studied Friedman in seminary. I get it, don’t need to study it anymore,”
absolutely does not get it, because the work of
self within relational systems, and the differentiation necessary to lead well, is a lifelong
task.
While I was reading Friedman’s book, I
couldn’t help but think that what is really
needed from his work is a commonplaces collection. There are simply so many felicitous
sentences, so many paragraphs worth memorizing. So after you go read Friedman, or reread him, here’s my Friedman commonplace
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book. May it work something salutary in you
as you memorize it.
*
“The absence of playfulness in any institution is almost always a clue to the degree of its
emotional regression.” (64)
*
“Any renaissance, anywhere, whether in a
marriage or a business, depends primarily not
only on new data and techniques, but on the
capacity of leaders to separate themselves
from the surrounding emotional climate so
that they can break through the barriers that
are keeping everyone from ‘going the other
way.’” (33)
*
“For, whether we are considering a family,
a work system, or an entire nation, the resistance that sabotages a leader’s initiative usually has less to do with the ‘issue’ that ensues
than with the fact that the leader took initiative.” (55)
*
“A group of clergy came to me from one of
the major religious denominations in our society and said, ‘We are about to start a project
that will raise fifty million dollars for our five
hundred most troubled ministers. How would
you spend it?’ I responded, ‘Why would you
put the fifty million into your five hundred
most troubled? You will advance your denomination and our society far more if you put it
into your five hundred best.’ They answered,
‘But we could never raise the money for that.’”
(72)
*
“[T]he most important ramification of the
herding phenomenon for leadership is its
counter-evolutionary effect. In order to be ‘inclusive,’ the herding family will wind up
adopting an appeasement strategy towards its
most troublesome members while sabotaging
those with the most strength to stand up to the
troublemakers.”
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*
“Therapy has shifted its focus from the
presence of the therapist to the problem of the
day.” (109)
*
“To be effective, a ‘head’ must find a way to
be present in the body it is leading, but that
presence does not have to be communicated
by a chain of command. Second, the nature of
that presence is felt through its impact, not its
messages.” (126)
*
“The ‘catch-22’ of emotional processes is
this: in order to be able to identify those processes, one must be able to think differently in
the first place. The capacity to ‘hear’ new ideas
in a family, in an institution, or in an entire civilization thus depends to a large extent on the
capacity to avoid being automatically regulated by that system’s emotional processes.
And the more reactive the surrounding climate, the more that society in its anxious efforts to seek certainty will reify its models and
eventually confuse them with reality itself.”
(131)
*
“All entities that are destructive to other entities share one major characteristic that is totally unresponsive to empathy: they are not
capable of self-regulation. This is an absolutely
universal rule of life in this galaxy.” (138)
*
“Nurturing growth always follows two
principles. One is: Stay out of its way; you cannot ‘grow’ another by will or technique. But the
second is: Do not let it ‘overgrow’ you.” (144)
*
“The twin problems confronting leadership in our society today, the failure of nerve
and the desire for a quick fix, are not the result
of overly strong self but of weak or no self.
There certainly is reason to guard against capricious, irrational, autocratic, vainglorious
leadership in any form of organized life. But
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democratic institutions have far more to fear
from lack of self in their leaders and the license
this gives to factionalism (which is not the
same as dissent) than from too much strength
in the executive power. Indeed, that is precisely one of the major advantages of democratically based institutions: they can reap the
benefits of imaginative, aggressive, energetic
leadership far less perilously than totalitarian
societies driven by unbridled autocracy. This
was precisely the view of both Alexander Hamilton and James Madison when they wrote the
Federalist Papers to support the ‘colonization’
of the thirteen colonies, arguing that the
integrity of a community is assured only when
it can preserve the integrity of its leader.” (163)
*
“The struggle between individuality and togetherness exists in every relationship system,
and is a far more basic issue for compatibility
in relationships than any other (social science)
difference.” (172)
*
“The major relational problem for our species is not getting together; protoplasm loves
to join. The problem is preserving self in a close
relationship. No human on planet Earth does
that well.…I know how to teach any family or
organizational member, regardless of size,
how to make another member of that system
dysfunctional. I would simply teach them how
to overfunction in the other’s space.” (181)
*
“How does ones go with the flow and still
take the lead? Answer: by positioning oneself
in such a way that the natural forces of emotional life carry one in the right direction. The
key to that positioning is the leader’s own
self-differentiation, by which I mean his or her
capacity to be a non-anxious presence, a challenging presence, a well-defined presence, and
a paradoxical presence. Differentiation is not
about being coercive, manipulative, reactive,
pursuing or invasive, but being rooted in the
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leader’s own sense of self rather than focused
on that of his or her followers.” (230)
*
“Anyone can remain non-anxious if they
also try to be non-present. The trick is to be
both non-anxious and present simultaneously.” (233)
*
“Having spelled out throughout this book
the value of self-differentiation, a caveat must
now be added. Self-differentiation always triggers sabotage. This is the aspect of leadership
that is not emphasized enough, if at all, by
most leadership theories that focus on vision,
team-building, and so forth. It differs from
other kinds of crisis in that it is systemic in na-

ture. The tendency of any leader when faced
with this kind of crisis is to cease doing all that
which had gone into differentiation.…if there
is a moment of truth in leadership, it is amid
this type of crisis.…Another way of putting
this is that a leader can never assume success
because he or she has brought about a change.
It is only after having first brought about a
change and then subsequently endured the resultant sabotage that the leader can feel truly
successful.…lest this sound too hostile, however, what needs to be added is that most sabotaging initiatives are mindless.” (247)
Clint Schnekloth
Good Shepherd Lutheran Church
Fayetteville, Arkansas
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